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The constitutionality of the new Carbon Tax Act signed
into law by the President of South Africa came into act on
1 June 2019.The Carbon Tax Bill was introduced into
Parliament by the Minister of Finance and classified and
passed by Parliament as a money bill. South Africa's
largest emitter, Eskom, is exempt from paying carbon
taxes in the first phase. Had it been included its yearly tax
liability would have been R11.5-billion and would have
placed further upward pressure on tariffs.

Speaking at a seminar in Johannesburg on 9 July 2019,
deputy director-general Ismail Momoniat dismissed the
persistent argument that the tax had been introduced to
raise revenue, insisting instead that it had been designed
primarily to change behaviour. Ismail Momoniat rejected
the notion that the introduction of tax ran counter to
government’s ambitions to attract investment and reignite
growth.
Many in business remain sceptical, however, with some
mining and industrial executives warning that the carbon
tax will result in the loss of production and employment.
Business Unity South Africa’s (BUSA) Jarredine Morris
reiterated organised business’ opposition to the tax
during her presentation to the seminar, hosted by
Webber Wentzel and the Mail & Guardian. BUSA
recognised the potential benefit of sending an
appropriate carbon-pricing signal, it remained concerned
that the tax could deter both domestic and foreign
investment and also tax would be an effective instrument
for changing behaviour in the South African context,
owing to the fact that many of the processes that
underpinned mining and manufacturing activities could
not be changed.
BUSA will also continue to call on government to transition
to a solution that integrated the carbon tax with the
proposed carbon budget system whereby the tax was
applied as a penalty in those instances where emissions
exceeded the carbon budget and also BUSA is concerned
the several subordinate regulations had not yet been
published, which made it difficult for companies to
calculate their tax liabilities.
BUSA site: https://busa.org.za/; Twitter,
. @BusinessUnitySA; and Facebook,
@BusinessUnitySouthAfrica.

National Skills Development
The Skills Development aims to develop the skills of the South African
workforce and to improve the quality of life of workers and their
prospects of work to improve productivity in the workplace and the
competitiveness of employers and to promote self-employment.
Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) and the Skills Initiative for Africa
(SIFA) held a first skills development workshop on 11 July 2019 on
business’ role in shaping skills development policy and facilitating
partnerships for implementation.
Skills Development
The basic education system is not adequately producing the skills
required to enable youth to access work and post-school education,
perpetuating the disadvantage of black people, particularly youth,
women and people from poorer households and rural areas.
Additionally, there is a material mismatch between the supply and
demand of skills, impacting business competitiveness. This issue is
further compounded by inadequate mechanisms to measure the return
on investment and impact of skills development interventions. In addition
to significant maladministration, the current SETA mechanism fails to
adequately professionalise and support entrepreneurship. Business’
proposed response is to:
• Focus on building solutions to address the impact of the Apartheid
legacy on the basic education system aimed at improving the quality of
staffing and the school curriculum
• Promote, at business, sector and national levels, a more demand-led
approach to skills development. This requires an overhaul of the
institutional and regulatory framework, including the SETAs, to make
the system more adaptable
• Assist in ensuring that all business funded public systems, structures
and programmes should be fit for purpose, free of maladministration
and fraud
• Partner with government to optimise the post-school education and
training system. Resulting in a collaborative, co-designing social
partnership that meets present and future needs, including the
codesign of the Tertiary Vocational Education and Training system,
SETAs and qualifications authorities
• Focus on enabling emerging enterprises to access post-school
education and training systems so as to draw work-ready, skilled youth
and enable them to grow and develop
• Proactively investigate how to expand access for youth through
enhanced apprenticeships and learnerships and work integrated
learning experiences.
Way forward
Business commits to accelerate its approach to Black Economic
Transformation for economic growth, enabled through education and
skills development, job creation, particularly among the youth, and
enterprise development and SME support. In that context it wishes to
cooperate comprehensively with government, labour and other social
partners to achieve the accelerated deracialisation of the economy.

The Skills
Development aims
to develop the skills
of the South African
workforce and to
improve the quality
of life of workers and
their prospects of
work to improve
productivity in the
workplace and the
competitiveness of
employers and to
promote selfemployment. The
basic education
system is not
adequately
producing the skills
required to enable
youth to access
work and postschool education,
perpetuating the
disadvantage of
black people,
particularly youth,
women and people
from poorer
households and rural
areas.

ICYMI: Strategic panel discussion on Carbon Tax with Business Unity SA Jarredine Morris, Eskom SA Gina Downes,
Africa CRP Noelle Garcin, Sapia Kevin Baart at the Webber Wentzel and Mail & Guardian on 9th of July 2019: pictures
supplied.

ICYMI: deputy director-general Ismail Momoniat at the Strategic panel discussion on Carbon Tax with Business Unity SA
at the Webber Wentzel and Mail & Guardian on 9th of July 2019: pictures supplied.

ICYMI: Skills development workshop with SETA board representatives, Business Unity SA subcommittee on education
and training. BUSA facilitated the session to share partnership opportunities on the 11th of Julu2019: picture supplied by
Sizwe.

ICYMI: Skills development workshop with SETA board representatives, Business Unity SA subcommittee on education and
training. BUSA facilitated the session to share partnership opportunities on the 11th of Julu2019: picture supplied by Sizwe.

ICYMI: signing of Health Compact at the Dr George Mukhari Academic Hospital in Ga-Rankuwa Pretoria under way opened
by program director Dr B Masuku on the 25th of July 2019: picture supplied by Sizwe.

ICYMI: signing of Health Compact at the Dr George Mukhari Academic Hospital in Ga-Rankuwa Pretoria by President Cyril
Ramaphosa, Minister of Health Dr ZL Mkhize and BUSA representative Stavros Nicolaou on the 25th of July 2019: picture
supplied by Sizwe.

Econpol & Subcommittees
Transport and Trade subcommittee meeting that took place in April 2019, one of the meeting outcomes were to
request a meeting with the Acting Group Chief Executive (GCE) of Transnet on the cost of ports operated by
Transnet and other issues related to Transnet. The next Econpol meeting is scheduled to take place on the 27 of
August 2019 meeting invites will be circulated via email accordingly.
The meeting proposed took place as GCE agreed to meet with BUSA in the on 11 July 2019 at their offices in
Waterfall.
BUSA circulated the following documents after the meeting took place.
1. Meeting Agenda
2. Draft meeting notes
3. Update on Go-Slow strike at Cape Container Terminals as of 14 July 2019
4. Transnet presentation to BUSA on
 Port Reform and establishing TNPA as the Port Authority
 DPE PRESENTATION on 08 July 2019
 DCT Performance Review and Recovery proposal
 TNPA Tariffs Perspective and
 Orion Engineered Carbons
5. Tariff Strategy & Administered Pricing
6. Port of Durban TNPA Infrastructure and
7. Update on illegal strike at Ngqura Container Terminal as of 12 July 2019.
Meeting invites to the Trade Facilitation meeting jointly hosted by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
and the South African Revenue Service (SARS) was sent out to Econpol and Tax sub-committee for the 17
July 2019. The purpose of the meeting was to further unpack the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) and
provide a brief update on single window and advance ruling.
The National Committee on Trade Facilitation (NCTF) which serves as the national focal point and platform to
co-ordinate and address trade facilitation issues, is convening a second private sector-NCTF meeting this year,
2019, after the first meeting on the 8th February 2019.
Energy
1. The energy subcommittee meeting scheduled took place on 23 July 2019 took place it was
Chaired by Martin Kingston. The main item to note under Energy were ENERGY POLICY AND
PRICING (IRP Nedlac Process), Eskom , REIPPP , SMALL SCALE EMBEDDED
GENERATION ,REDS ,GAS, STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS. It was agreed that BUSA
must develop a clear stakeholder engagement strategy on Energy. The minutes for the meeting
were circulated by the Energy and Environment Policy Manager Jarredine Morris to Energy
subcommittee for review.

Econpol continue
Environment
The environment subcommittee meeting scheduled took place on 18 July 2019 it was Chaired by Shamini
Harrington the main items on discussions were Carbon Tax, Climate Change Bill (Nedlac Process) ,waste
and water the next environment meeting is scheduled to take place on Thursday, August 22, 2019.
Actions from the BUSA meeting with National Treasury on the Carbon Tax it was agreed that the following
documents should be circulated for review
1. Draft letter – list of implicit and explicit commitments made by government in respect of the carbon tax.
2. Draft proposal for the transitional arrangements (first 7-months).
3. BUSA’s longer position on the carbon tax (salient points from this have been included in the Engagement
Plan already circulated). It is recognised that it may not be appropriate to go into this level of detail with all
stakeholders, but members must please ensure that all issues are captured correctly in this document as well
as the additional items discussed today - with thanks to the respective members. Specifically:
 BUSA Engagement over the last 10 years on Climate Related Policy (Theo – Agbiz)
 The impact of the tax on Fuel (Kevin – SAPIA)
 The estimated volume of tax-paying entities (Raynard – Deloitte)
Calls for input/ comment
 National Treasury and SARS have recently published the following Bills for public comment: by no later
than 12 August 2019.
 The 2019 Draft Taxation Laws Amendment Bill (TLAB); and
 The 2019 Draft Tax Administration Laws Amendment Bill.
 In advance of the Jobs Summit Macroeconomic Task Team’s engagement on Monetary Policy, BUSA
circulated a draft of BUSA position to inform the task team’s deliberations and ask for any comments by
no later than 16 July 2019.
 Publication of the 2019 Draft Income Tax Amendment Bill for public comment by 16 August 2019.
 Water Phakisa - BUSA Comments on the Proposed Workstreams by Friday, 2 August.
 Publication of the 2019 Draft Income Tax Amendment Bill for public comment by 23 August 2019.
 Draft Taxation Laws Amendment Bill by 23 August 2019.
For information
 BUSA circulated an attachment correspondence from SARS regarding the relocation of the SARS Large
Business Centre (LBC).
 3rd Nedbank / EE Publishers seminar: "Establishing a viable gas energy sector for SA" taking place 18
September 2019
 Eskom Chief Restructuring Officer documents were sent out:
 Statement by the Minister of Public Enterprises on Eskom’s Chief Restructuring Officer Office; and
 SAICA announcement on the establishment of Eskom’s Chief Restructuring Officer Office.
 Minister Creecy meeting summary was sent out of discussions held at Nedlac with Minister Barbara
Creecy regarding the establishment of a Presidential Climate Change Commission.
 Sector Specific consultation for 2020/21 Raw Water Use Charges were sent out to environment by Julie
Borland.
 Letter to the DDG re implicit and explicit commitments made re the Carbon Tax

Socpol & SubCET
The Socpol and SubCET minutes meeting that took place on 26 June 2019 that was Chaired by Kaizer Moyane
were sent out the next Socpol and SubCET is scheduled to take place on Wednesday September 28, 2019.
Socpol
STATE OF SOCIAL POLCY
At the previous Standing Committee on Social Policy meeting a request was made by the South African
Engineers and Founders Association (SAEFA) for a discussion to be had on issues pertaining to the metal
industry.
The chairperson noted that the other party required for the discussion, the Steel and Engineering Industries
Federation of Southern Africa (SEIFSA), was not present at the meeting and as such it would not be
appropriate to proceed with the discussion in their absence. It was proposed that SAEFA should formally
address a letter to the BUSA Board outlining its concerns and submit it to the BUSA Office to action
accordingly.
A request was made for the Workplan to include a status update on the regulations on work permits moving
forward. A NEDLAC Task Team on the Department of Home Affairs White Paper has recently been established
and will consider amongst other issues relating to work permits.
It was noted that the Department of Employment and Labour convened a meeting with the Retail Sector to
commence consultations with regards to what the employment equity targets should be for the sector. The
Department indicated that they wanted to commence with the consultation process now, despite the fact the
Employment Equity Amendment Bill and the draft Regulations are yet to be passed into law by Parliament. The
Department has indicated that they intend to consult with a total of 17 sectors. A request was made for BUSA to
express concerns with regards to the process undertaken by the Department in conducting the consultations in
determining sector targets. The purpose of the consultations should be to ensure meaningful engagement with
the various sectors and should not merely be used as a tick box exercise.
Skills Development Workshop
The first BUSA/SIFA Workshop scheduled for 11 July 2019 took place. These were the three outcomes for the
workshop:
•
•
•

Introducing the SIFA initiative to BUSA members and the Business representatives on the SETA
Boards;
Positioning BUSA to the current representatives on the SETA Boards with regards to structures that
BUSA serves on;
Workshopping the best way that Business representatives on the structures can work with the BUSA
office to influence policy

SUB-COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION & TRAINING
•

.

Feedback from the Sub-Committee on Education & Training
BUSA instituted review proceedings on two occasions in the Labour Court to set aside the regulations but
the most recent application was dismissed last year. BUSA subsequently launched an appeal against the
judgment of the Labour Court. The appeal has now been set down for hearing in the Johannesburg Labour
Appeal Court on 20 August 2019.
It was noted that there is work currently underway as part of the NEDLAC Governance Task Team to
review the entire structure of NEDLAC and how it functions. This review will include determining which
Ministry in Government should be responsible for NEDLAC. Currently, NEDLAC falls under the
Department of Employment and Labour and BUSA is of the view that it should reside within Presidence.

Socpol & SubCET Continue
SubCET
STATUS REPORT ON MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING - Annexure
2.1 & Annexure
The report was noted.
 The submission of a letter to the Minister of Higher Education & Training outlining Business’ concerns
regarding the National Skills Development Plan has been delayed by the national elections and the
change in Ministry.
 The Business Representative on the National Skills Authority (NSA) tabled BUSA’s concerns with
regards to the promulgation of several legislations in terms of the Skills Development Act without due
processes and the role of the NSA therein.
 BUSA was requested to provide input on the Skills related Jobs Summit proposals ahead of the State of
the Nation Address, the BUSA office provided an update in this regard.
 Singizi has been appointed by NEDLAC to develop the monitoring and evaluation template to be used
to report back on the Jobs Summit proposals. A task team has been established to look at what the
reporting framework should look like.
 The BUSA office had a discuss with the NBI with regards to the draft report on the Practice Note around
the need to separate strategic issues as well as generic issues that Business is having with regards to
the implementation of YES. Once these issues have been identified and clearly outlined, the Sub
Committee will have a discussion with regards to how to engage the YES Board.
POLICY MATTERS
SETA Grant Update
 BUSA instituted review proceedings on two occasions in the Labour Court to set aside the regulations
but the most recent application was dismissed last year. BUSA subsequently launched an appeal
against the judgment of the Labour Court. The appeal has now been set down for hearing in the
Johannesburg Labour Appeal Court on 20 August 2019.
Election of New Sub Committee on Education and Training Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson
 The BUSA office circulated two calls for nominations for members to nominate suitable candidates to fill
the vacant Sub Committee on Education and Training Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson role.
 Nominations have been received in this regard and will be submitted to the Remunerations Committee
for approval.

Socpol and SubCET continue
Calls for input/ comment
 A call for input was set out to Socpol on the Comprehensive Social Security and Retirement Fund Reform
Working Papers.deadline was 17 July 2019.
 To serve on the MICT SETA 4th Industrial Revolution Skills Development Committee the deadline was 16
July 2019 : The Skills Development Committee will, amongst others:
 Advice the MICT SETA on which programmes to roll out in addressing the 4IR skills
challenges;
 Make input into the MICT SETA sector skills plan;
 Make available subject matter experts that will assist in the development of quality
programmes;
 Vote for BUSA representative for the AOTS program on Industrial Relations and Human Resource
Management for Executives deadline was by 22 July 2019.
 Mandate for the Business position on the ILO Working Papers on Social Security deadline was by 19 July
2019.
 To Mandate for ratification of ILO Conventions deadline by 5 August 2019.
For information
 BUSA report on the 108th session of the International Labour Conference that took place in Geneva,
Switzerland from 10 June 2019 – 21 June 2019 was sent out to Socpol
 Skills Development Act : The Re-establishment of Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs)
Nominations
 To serve as the Deputy Chairperson for the Standing Committee on Social Policy deadline by 5 August
2019. :The Deputy Chairperson, in conjunction with the Chairperson and the BUSA Social Policy team,
shall:
 Ensure the effectiveness of the Standing Committee;
 Develop a relationship of trust with the members of the Committee;
 Ensure that the agendas for meetings focus on key issues as defined by the mandate of the Committee;
 Ensure that nominated members actively participate in the activities of the Committee by stimulating and
guiding the debate;
 Guide decision making of the Committee;
 Ensure that interest is encouraged in the work of the Committee by facilitating access to leading experts
and government officials relevant to the work of the Committee;
 Ensure that the work of the Committee is publicised across BUSA’s membership and responding to
feedback from both the BUSA and Committee membership.





















1 August: Manufacturing
2 August: Workshop with SARS on Advance Import Payments
5 August: stakeholder consultation session on the South Africa’s Low Emission Development
Strategy 2050 (SA-LEDS)
7August : BUSA to engage with Minister Zweli Mkhize on the National Health Insurance Bill
process.
8 August: Mining
8 August: Manufacturing
8 August : African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA) with the DTIC's Chief Negotiator
9 August: Women’s Day
13 August : Draft NCCAS Costing Report Workshop
14 August: Retail trade sales
14 August: Trade, Transport and Logistics Subcommittee
14 August : BUSA workshop on facility level reporting of GHG emissions
15 August: Motor trade sales
16 August : DEFF Bilateral on GHG Reporting Matters
19 August: Food & beverages
21 August: CPI
22 August: Environment Sub-Committee Meeting
26 August: Tourism & migration
29 August: PPI

The End!

For queries, contact Nomaza Spelman on
Nomaza.Spelman@busa.org.za / 011 784 8000

